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Information search vs. filtering
Search engines

WWW: AltaVista, Lycos, InfoSeek, HotBot, ...
News: DejaNews, InReference, AltaVista, Lycos, ...
Search engines are not usually adaptive and do
not contain much intelligence to support the user
The accuracy and correctness of the results
depends on the efficiency of the spider and the 
size of its database
Search is initiated by the user



Information filtering vs. search
Information filtering

Filtering is happening all the time in the 
background observing the user’s topics of interest
User profiles describe, e.g., the interests of certain
users and their habits
Filtering suits well for such systems that make it
possible to continuously observe the changing of 
the state of the system
WWW filtering can be done using proxies



Case: Problems of newsgroups
There is too much information

already tens of thousands of newsgroups, even a 
thousand new articles in a group in a day

Information is volatile
expiration of articles

The location of information is unknown
solution: Newt, Tapestry and other systems
forming virtual newsgroups

Information or disinformation?



Information filtering
Automatic filtering

user observation
Phoaks: data mining
(http://www.phoaks.com/)

Filtering based on feedback
profiling individual users

Collaborative filtering
profiling and grouping of users

http://www.phoaks.com/
http://www.phoaks.com/


Levels of user profiles
1. a bit: a novice or and expert, or
2. a weighted list of topics of interest, or
3. knowledge on

what the user looks like
what the user sounds like
what the user knows
what the user is interested in
which are the user’s habits

Privacy problem!



User profiles
automatic forming through observation

for example, which newsgroups the user reads, 
how long is he or she reading certain articles, 
does he or she write new articles in the group

forming the profile based on feedback
for example, evaluating the article the user has
just read
should be as easy and effortless as possible



URN: Ultimate Read News



Parts of URN

Agents
observe the articles in newsgrous

Knowledge condensing techniques
grouping of articles and their essential
content

User societies
a voluntary way to support other users



Learn Sesame
A learning agent system that does not
require continuous feedback from its users
A programming toolkit for building learning
systems
Based on the techniques of Open Sesame
that have previously been used in 
automating user interfaces
The goal is to minimize the burden for 
users



Learn Sesame architecture
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Learn Sesame vs. 
collaborative filtering

Collaborative
Filtering Sesame

Learns the schedule of its user No. – Yes? Yes

Learn

YesPersonal recommendations Yes
Yes YesExtendable technology 

YesUbiquitous for the user No
YesExplainable recommendations Perhaps

No. – Yes? YesPossibility for directed marketings
No. – Yes? YesAdapts on the changes of interest



Differences in motivation
Collaborative filtering:

”We recommend this since other people like
you like it.”

Learn Sesame:
”We recommend this since we know you like
this kind of things when we have been
observing you during your earlier visits.”



GroupLens



Summary
Information filtering frees the user from
continuous manual information search tasks.
A user profile involves the knowledge on the 
user: for example the topics of interest.
It is very important that filtering works: 
otherwise this kind of system is easily
abandoned



Questions?



AddedAdded--valuevalue
proxyproxy serversservers



Added-value proxy servers

Browser

Agent proxy

HTTP proxy
Needed:

a new proxy level
possibly some kind
of user interface to 
indirectly control
the agent (e.g., in 
Java or JavaScript)



Added value proxy servers

News client

Agent proxy

NNTP server

Email client

Agent proxy

SMTP server

FTP client

Agent proxy



Added-value proxy servers
Reference: [Brooks et al., 1995]  Application-

Specific Proxy Servers as HTTP Stream
Transducers
http://www.w3.org/pub/Conferences/WWW4/Papers/56/

Proxy levels:
firewall proxy: a link to the outside world
caching proxy: brings the documents closer
load balancing proxy: chooses the least loaded
server (AltaVista, Lycos, etc.)
stream transducer proxy: changes or processes
the content of loaded pages

http://www.w3.org/pub/
http://www.w3.org/pub/Conferences/WWW4/Papers/56/


Uses for intermediate proxies
Filtering

notifies of erroneous queries, redirects requests to faster
servers, removes pictures from pages that are sent
through a slow link (such as a gsm phone), …

Characterizing
tries to create a model for the user’s network behavior, 
builds a full-text index of all the pages loaded by the 
members of a workgroup, …

Transforming
transforming file formats (for example, making the 
pictures smaller or video stream slower), creating new 
links from identified words dynamically, …

Additional processing
prefetching, visualization of network structure, ... 



Transducer proxy architecture

Transducer proxy is located between the browser
and the main proxy server. It can also load data 
directly from the web if this is allowed.
There can be a chain of proxies, which helps to 
choose the features that are needed to 
automatically support browsing.



A larger group of proxies



The location of proxies



Activating proxies

All proxies may not work together. Often all the 
features are not needed. That’s why a mechanism for 
choosing the needed proxies is useful.



Activating proxies

Reference: [Davidson et al., 1996]  
Dynamic Integration of HTTP Stream
Transforming Services
http://www.osf.org/www/waiba/papers/switching/

paper.html
“Switching service”



Switching with cookies



Some existing proxies
Checking URL addresses and notifying the user
Measuring the transfer speed of several servers
and choosing the best alternative
Creating a group history (collective memory) of 
the web pages browsed by the group members
Creating a full-text index of all the keywords that
are recognized
Observing the use of data transfer protocols and 
reporting errors on the network
Converting web pages for devices with small
displays
...



Web Browser Intelligence -
WBI 2.0

WBI can be found at IBM alphaworks server
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/wbi

architecture: added-value proxy server
WBI runs in the user’s computer and connects to 
the original proxy server if one is used (e.g., 
www-proxy.uta.fi:8080)
Among other things, WBI adds its own tool palette
on web pages and uses traffic lights to show the 
speed and availability of the links on a page

http://www.osf.org/www/waiba/papers/switching/paper.html


Properties of WBI
In principle, WBI is browser-inpendent: it can be
used with any web browser

the proxy settings are set to localhost:8088

WBI observes the pages the user is browsing and 
attempts to recognize usage patterns. It suggests
new pages when it has enough knowledge of the 
user.
WBI aids the user’s memory by showing ranking 
lists of the pages the user has visited and a 
complete web browsing history with link paths



Properties of WBI
WBI monitors the pages that the user wants and 
notifies the user of changes on these pages by
showing a “Look here” button
WBI tests speeds of links
WBI can be used to search on the pages that the 
user has previously visited
WBI lets the users to see back in their ”web time”

Try this at home 



Questions?



ModelingModeling and and 
profilingprofiling

techniquestechniques



Index
Orwant: For want of a bit the user was lost: 

Cheap user modeling. IBM Systems Journal, 
35 (3&4), 1996, 398-416.
Linear prediction
Beta distribution
Markov models
HMM, Hidden Markov Models
Cluster analysis



Linear prediction
Fits well for predicting repetitive behavior and 
events
The series of events is assumed to be quite 
stable
Accuracy depends on the amount of historical 
knowledge

I.e., only based on last event, events during a 
month, or all events in the database.



Beta distribution
Prediction based on feedback

I.e., for modeling the topics of interest in 
newsreaders
One-bit feedback, 
e.g., thumbs up, thumbs down
The system collects information on the amount of 
successful and unsuccessful predictions
Produces a prediction value [0..1] and its 
confidence level [0..1]



Beta distribution

Problems:
All the events are of equal value; the latest 
events could be weighted
It a all or nothing decision – often not the 
reality
Feedback is yes or no, nothing in between
Articles can contain many topics – which 
one the user was interested in?



Markov models

What if we did not need to predict…
We form a state machine with certain 
probabilities for its transitions

I.e., when observing the users with Olivetti 
Active badges we can form a Markov 
model describing their movement



HMM, Hidden Markov Models

To model behavior
Is composed of a group of predefined 
Markov models

Goal: to determine which Markov model 
describes the behavior best
Examples of use: predicting use case 
based on unix commands, implementing a 
speech recognition engine



Cluster analysis
Making use of the whole user 
population in predicting
Orserves the user and/or lets to user 
give feedback on the topics of interest
Used in many cases to form groups of 
similar users and to recommend the 
choises of other users to people in the 
same group (recommendation systems)



Further information

Take courses on artificial intelligence, 
data mining, algorithmics, …



Questions?
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